Nocturne for Left Hand Piano  
Kristina Hylton, piano

Fantasia No. 8 in E Minor, TWV 40:9  
Largo - Spirituoso - Allegro  
Alexandra Funk, baroque flute

Beautiful Colorado  
Bo Salander, euphonium  
Michelle Henning, piano

Cello Suite No. 2 in D minor, BWV 1008  
I. Prelude  
Michael Escobedo, cello

Italian Concerto, BWV 971  
Alexandra Funk, piano

Happy Days are Here Again  
Ilanora Peterson, mezzo-soprano  
Michelle Henning, piano
Études-Tableaux Op.33, No. 8 in C# minor  
Sergei Rachmaninoff  
(1873–1943)  
José Renato Costa Silva, piano

***

Rêveries au pied d’un chêne  
Marc Eychenne  
(b. 1933)

Maya Zepeda, bass clarinet  
Michelle Henning, piano

***

Sunflower  
Adam Tan  
(b. 1994)

Blake Anderson, marimba

***

French Suite  
Traditional French, arr. Ray Dempsey

Ma Normandie  
Auprès de ma blonde

Natalie Helfrich, euphonium  
Bo Salander, euphonium  
Dr. Joel Pugh, tenor tuba  
Giles Askim, tuba
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